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We discuss using projected manifolds in geometric design and process-
ing. Curves and surfaces are defined in n-space as algebraic sets of the
appropriate dimensionality, and their projection into a three-dimensional
subspace is considered. In this approach, the additional variables serve to
express simply geometric constraints, and so complex surfaces such as off-
sets, equi-distance surfaces, rounds and fillets caD be represented exactly.
We describe the definitional method and discuss some of the algorithmic
infrastructure available to manipulate and interrogate curves and surfaces
80 represented. This representation generalizes both implicit and para-
metric representations, and can deal with surfaces that otherwise could
be obtained exactly only through elimination computations of forbidding
complexity.
1 Introduction
There are two well-established paradigms for representing curves and surfaces
that are based on rational parametric or implicit algebraic forms. A large litera-
ture bas accumulated many efficient and ingenious algorithms for working with
these representations. Yet despite this extensive work, there are tasks of interest
that appear to be difficult to implement based on these traditional representa-
tions. For instance, given a surface, how can we derive a new surface that is the
offset of the old one, by a fixed distance? The mathematical difficulty of giving
the offset of a general, curved surface is in strong contrast to the simplicity with
·Supported in parl by DNR Contract N00014-90-J-1599, NSF Grant CCR 8&-19817, and
NSF Grant ECD 88-03017.
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which offsets can be defined and communicated between humans. Such diffi-
culties suggest that we seek new curve and surface representations that might
facilitate such operations and, at the same time, admit convenient algorithms
for working with Lhem.
The majority of work in Computer-Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) con-
centrates on parametric surfaces, i.e., surfaces that are composed from patches




where the parameters u and v range over a finite domain, such as the unit
square [0,1] x [0,1], and the coordinate functions hi(U,V) are polynomials or
ratios of polynomials in u and v. When the coordinate functions are repre-
sented in a special form, for instance in the Bernstein-Bezier basis, a strong
correlation between a net of control points in 3-space and the coefficients of the
coordinate functions exists that provides an intuitive control of the shape of
the patch and lends itself well to interactive free-form surface design. Further-
more, the Bernstein-Bezier basis affords many ingenious and efficient techniques
for evaluating surface points, or ensuring continuity degrees between adjacent
patches. For an entry into the literature on this subject we refer to books such
as [4, 12, 18] or to survey articles such as [5]. Parametric surfaces are not closed
under geometric operations such as offsetting.
Implicit algebraic surfaces provide a more general alternative to the para-
metric surface representation. An implicit algebraic surface is defined by an
equation
f(.,y,z) = 0
where f is a polynomial in x, y and z. Algebraic surfaces are closed under most
geometric operations of interest, including offsetting, but they lack a strong
correlation between intuitive shape and the form of the polynomial l(x, y, z).
Nevertheless, implicit surfaces playa fum role in geometric modeling, and [13]
gives many details of their properties and techniques for interrogating them,
from a geometric modeling perspective.
Implicit algebraic surfaces include in principle all parametric surfaces, but
not vice versa. Current techniques for converting from parametric to implicit
form, and methods for parameterizing implicit algebraic surfaces that possess a
rational parametric form, can be demanding symbolic computations [14]. These
computations are becoming more and more efficient thanks to recent advances
in symbolic computation. However, it is unlikely that the geometric operations
we consider here can be approached through elimination.
One would like to construct curved surfaces that satisfy prescribed con-
straints. Such surfaces may be readily explained in intuitive geometric terms:
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For instance, given two surfaces f and g, consider all points in space that have
equal minimum distance from the given surfaces. Such points form the equal-
distance or Voronoi surface of f and g. These and other examples are given
in (8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15]. Such surface definitions have the basic property that a
new surface is expressed in terms of one or more base surfaces and a number of
geometric constraints. Despite the conceptual simplicity, it is by no means triv-
ial to represent such surfaces implicitly or approximate them parametrically. In
fact, an implicit form cannot be derived in many cases because the elimination
computation exceeds all reasonable bounds in space and time requirements.
2 The Dimensionality Paradigm
We define a constrained surface as the natural projection of a 2-manifold in
higher-dimensional space. The manifold is specified by a system of nonlinear
equations in n variables, n > 3. Usually, the equations are algebraic, although
this would not be strictly necessary. The extra dimensions may represent point
coordinates on the base surface(s), distances, or other quantities used to express
the constraints that must be obeyed. The surface we want is then the natural
projection of this manifold into a three-dimensional subspace.
In the case of algebraic base surfaces, the resulting system of equations could
be processed by a number of symbolic computation algorithms that eliminate
all additional variables to derive a single implicit equation for the surface. This
is normally intractable. So, we will work directly with the system of equations.
We demonstrate the definitional approach with an example.
2.1 An Example Definition
We consider the definition of an equal-distance surface as an example of this
approach, following the presentation or [16]. Assume that we are given two
implicit sudaces f(x,y,z) = 0 and g(x,y,z) = O. Using a declarative style, we
can then describe the equal-distance surrace as follows:
1. Let P = (x,y,z) he a point on the equal-distance surface. Moreover 1 let
PI = (UllVj,Wl) be a point at minimum distance from P on f, and let
Pg = (U2, V2, W2) be a point at minimum distance from P on the surface g.
Then:
2. The point P! satisfies the equation of f, and the point Pg satisfies the
equation of g.
3. The distance (P,P!) is equal to the distance (p,py ).
4. The line P,PI is normal to f at PI'
5. The line p, Py is normal to 9 at PY'
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Note that Assertion (1) declares the names of nine variables, the coordinates of
three points, whereas Assertions (2-5) simply state the geometric relationships
that these points must satisfy.
In order to obtain an equational representation of the equal-distance surface,
we translate the Assertions (2-5), using the variable names of (1). vVe obtain
in sequence:
!(U"."Wtl = ° (1)
g(u" ." w,) = ° (2)
(x - u,)'+ (y - v,)'+ (z - Wl)'- (x - u,)'+ (y - v,)'+ (z - w,)'= ° (3)
[x-u"y-v"z-w,j,[-!."!.,,O] = ° (4)
(x-Ully-VllZ-Wt]·[fUll,O,-ful] = ° (5)
[x-ul,y-vllz-wd·[O,-fwl,fvl] = 0 (6)
[X-U2,Y-V2,Z-W2]·[-9"2,9u'2'0] = ° (7)
[x - U2, Y - v2, Z - W2] . [gUl'2' 0, -gu2] = 0 (8)
[x-u"y-v"z-w,]·[O,-g"",g",] = ° (9)
Subscripting, as in fu
1
, denotes partial differentiation.
Equations (1-3) express Assertions (2) and (3). Equations (4-6) together
express Assertion (4), since the three vectors
[- fVlI fUll oJ
[fwl,O'-!Ul]
[0, - fWI' fVI]
are tangent to f and span the tangent space as long as Pi is not a singular point
on the surface. Similarly, Eqs. (7-9) together express Assertion (5).
Note that if f is given in parametric form, then Eq. (1) and Eqs. (4-6) have
to be adjusted accordingly. This is routine and shows that the methodology is
independent of whether the base surfaces are in implicit or in parametric form.
The entire system of equations defines a manifold in 9-dimensional space.
The projection of that manifold into the (x, y, z).subspace is the equal-distance
surface.
A number of papers describe other examples of surface definitions with the
dimensionality paradigm:
• offset surfaces, [15, 14];
• constant-radius blends, [14];
• variable-radius blends, [14,8);
• ruled surfaces in parametric blending, [10];
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• trimming surfaces in skeleton computations, [11].
We do not repeat these definitions here.
2.2 Faithful Definition Systems
The above equation system also defines certain points that are unwanted because
they do not reflect the geometric intent. The points come from two sources:
1. Distance constraints are expressed by local extremal conditions. Thus,
global minimum distance is not expressed.
2. At certain points some of the equations may become dependent. For
example, if Pi is a singular point, then Eqs. (4-6) vanish. In consequence,
the system also defines a submanifold that projects to the equal-distance
surface of 9 and the singular point.
It is not possible to express global. minimum distance without introducing in-
equ<ilities. This type of extraneous solution is excluded algorithmically, by the
surface interrogation algorithms. The possible local interdependence of individ-
ual equations can be excluded, however.
The unwanted solutions are eliminated by adding more equations, [17], that
encode unequalities. These new equations use one or more additional variables.
The idea is familiar from the refutational approaches in automated geometry
theorem proving, [19, 20J. Details are reported in [17].
It is not always simple to define precisely what is meant by "extraneous"
solution. In {l7], the extraneous solutions in the case oCthe equi-distance surface,
Eqs. (1-9), is defined as follows. Let P = (x, y, z) be a point of the equal-
distance surface, Pi = (Ut,VloWt) a point on f at minimum distance from P,
and Po = (U2' V2, W2) a point on 9 also at minimum distance from p. The points
Pi and Po are footpoints of P on f and g, respectively. Footpoints and the
associated surface point(s) are said to correspond. Then a solution is extraneous
if it corresponds to a footpoint that, in turn, corresponds to infinitely many
solutions. Using this definition, it can be shown that all real extraneous solutions
to Eqs. (1-9) must arise as follows, [17]:
1. Footpoints Pi or Po are singular. In this case, we obtain as extraneous
solutions points at equal distance from the singular point and the other
surface. In case both footpoints are singular but not coincident, there is
an additional plane. If both footpoints are singular and coincident, then
every point in R 3 is an extraneous solution.
2. The footpoints coincide, are regular, and the base surfaces intersect tan-
gentially. In this case, the common surface normal is extraneous.
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In the proof, [17] assumes that / and 9 are algebraic surfaces, because Bezout's
Theorem is used to show that all other footpoints correspond to finitely many
points of the equal-distance surface.
We modify the system as follows: All singular Cootpoints on the base surfaces
are excluded by adjoining
(al., - I)(al., - I)(alw , -I) a
({3gu, - 1)({3g", - 1)({3g"" - I) a
where a and f3 are new variables. The two equations express that not all par-





expresses that the footpoints PI and Pg are distinct, or else that the surface
normals through them do not coincide. The resulting system has no extraneous
real solutions. In the same way, [17] excludes extraneous solutions from offsets,
constant-radius blends and variable· radius blends.
3 Interrogating Higher-Dimensional Surfaces
A sizable body of algorithmic infrastructure has been developed that deals with
surfaces defined with the dimensionality paradigm. The following algorithms
are now available:
1. Given two surfaces and an initial point on both, evaluate their intersection;
see [3. 13, 15]. The algorithm is robust and can evaluate very high-degree
surface intersections without significant precision problems.
2. Given a surface and an initial point, evaluate locally the curvatures, [10],
and give a local parametric or local explicit surface approximant of arbi-
trary contact order, [10. 14].
3. Given a surface and an initial point, globally approximate the surface;
[101·
These algorithms do not require the system to consist of algebraic equations,
but assume that the equations are continuously differentiable.
There are several techniques for finding initial points. When nothing is
known about the geometry of the surface, then generic techniques such as [2, 1,
6, 7. 21] can be applied. However. the geometric intent of the system is usually
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known and should provide good initial estimates for starting points that can be
refined using Newton iteration. At this time, there is no systematic work that
applies geometric reasoning to finding initial points algorithmically.
3.1 Local Parametric Approximation
Let S be a manifold defined by
h(xt. X2, ••• , xn ) = 0
h(xll X2, .", xn) = 0
(10)
and let p = (Ut,1L2, ... ,Un) be a solution of the system. Assume that every
hypersurface Ii is regular and twice continuously differentiable at p, and that
the Jacobian matrix
(8/;)8xj ..',J
has rank n-2. Then 8 defined by Eq. (10) has dimension 2 in the neighborhood
of p. Its natural projection into the (Xl.,z2,x3)-subspace will be denoted by
71"(8). We compute a local approximant to the manifold at p, using the approach




" = h,(s, t)
p = (h,(O, 0), ... ,h.(O, 0))
(11)
/;(h,(s, t), h,(s, t), ... , h.(s, t))" 0
for i = 1, ... ,m. The projection 7l"(8) of the manifold S into the (Xl,X2,X3)-
subspace is locally approximated by
Xl h1(s, t)
X2 h2 (s, t)
'3 h3 ( s, t)
in the vicinity of the projection lI'(p) of p.
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The Taylor expansion of Ii at p = (U11 ... , un) is
fi(x1, ... ,Xn) Ji(UI+01lU2+021.",Un+On)
= fi( Ull ... , Un)
+fP)01 + + fj(n)on
+[/;(1,1)51 + + 1,cn,n)5~1/2 (12)
+fp,2)0102 + + !l1,n)01 0n
+1(2,31, '+ + l(n-"n) , ,i °2U 3 ... i Un _I Un
+higher order terms
where Ili,k) denotes the partial derivative of Ii by xi and Xk·
We choose 5 and t such that p = (h1(O,O), h2(O,O), ... , hn(O,O)). Then the
Taylor expansion of the h j is
hk(S, t) = hk(O,O)
+h~~) 5 + h~t)t
+[hi~,~l 52 + 2hi~,t) .'It + h~t,t)t2]/2
+ higher order terms
where hi~) denotes the partial derivative of hk by .'I, and so on. By assumption,
there is a neighborhood of p in which
li(h,("t), h2(s,t), ... , hn(s,t)) " 0
We set
01 h~~l s + h~tlt + {h~~'~) 52 + 2h~",t) .'It + hit ,tlt2l!2 + .
02 h~~l s + h~tlt + (h~~'!)S2 + 2h~!,t) .'It + h~t,t)t2]/2 + .
and note that
51 (hl'I)2s2 + 2hl')hl')st + (hl'I)2t2 + ...
okoi = h~!lh~~ls2 + (h~~)h~tl + h~t)h~~l)st + h1t)h;tlt2 + ...
By substitution
li')hI') + Ji2) hI') + + Jin) h~') = 0




IP) hi~'~) + I;'2) h~~'~) +... + li(n) h~'~)
IP)h~~") + li(2)h~~,t) + + J/n)h~~,t)
li{l) hit,t) + f?) h~t,t) + + li(n) h~t.t)







Ci = Il1,1)Ch\'»)' + ... + tln,nJch~'))'
+2ul1 ,,)hI') hI') +... + IP,n) hI') h~')
... + li(n-l,n)h~~lh~~)l
d; = IlI,I) hi~)h~t) + + Ij(n,n) h~~) h~t)
+JP,2) hi~) h~t) + + IP,n) hi~) h~t)
... + f~n-l,n)h(~) h(l)
I n-l n
+IP,2)hit) h~~) +... + IP,n) hit) h~~)
... + f~n-l,n)h(t) h(~)
I n-l n
e, = IP,l)(h('»)' +...+ tln,n)(h~'»)'
+2UP")hI')hI') +... + IP,n)hI')h~)
... + I!n-l,n)h(l) hI')]
I n-l n
The partial derivatives of the coordinate functions hi are computed from these
systems of linear equations, and define an approximate local parameterization
of the manifold given by Eq. (10).
The linear systems of Eqs. (13-17) have rank n - 2. Their solutions, there-
fore, have the form
01Vit +... +0n_2V fn-2 +{3t l +,t2
where t 1 and t2 are two linearly independent tangent directions to the surface
at the point p. These tangent directions are determined by the method chosen
to solve the linear systems. See also [9].
3.2 Local Curvature
As shown in flO], it is possible to determine the curvature of the surface ll'(S)
at p. The main result can be summarized as follows:
Theorem Let ni be the normal vector to the hypersurface Ii at the point p, for
1 $ i $ m. Let 0; be such that the last n - 3 components of DO = L:~l 0iD; =
(a, b, c, 0, ... , 0) are zero, and such that a2 + b2 + c2 = 1. Let v = (Vlt V2, ... , un)
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be a tangent vector to S at p where 'Vf +vi + '1.15 = 1. Let IIi be the Hessian of





It is well-known that the principal curvatures and their directions can be
recovered from the normal curvatures in three different directions; e.g., [22].
Thus, the principal curvatures, mean curvature, and Gauss curvature of 11"(5)
can all be determined with help of the theorem.
3.3 Surface Intersection
The derivation of local approximants can be used to construct local approxi-
mants to surface intersections as well. For details, see [3, 13].
3.4 Global Approximation
We want to use the local approximant determination as part of a scheme for
globally approximating curves and surfaces defined with the dimensionality
paradigm. For curves such as surface intersections it is easy to derive a marching
scheme [3, 13). In order to obtain a good scheme for approximating surfaces we
need a way to organize the surface exploration such that the same neighborhood
is not explored several times. Since we are ultimately interested in the projec-
tion 11"(5), it is advantageous to approximate the projection only, and Chuang's
algorithm [9] does this as follows, using a grid in 3-space to detect whether a
volume of space has already been explored.
1. At p, a local approximant to 5 is constructed.
2. The projected approximant, (ht(s, t), h2(S, t), h3(s, t)), is intersected with
the faces of the cube, as a function of s and t.
3. From the intersection curves with the faces, the coordinates (St,tt) are
determined of a point on the approximant that lies in an adjacent cube.
4. The estimated point h1(St, tt), ... , hn(sll t l ) is refined using Newton itera-
tion.
There is a tradeoff between the degree of the approximant, the mesh size of
the grid, and the difficulty of determining face intersections and adjacent points
in Steps 2 and 3. With increasing degree of the approximant a coarser mesh
can be tolerated, so that fewer approximant calculations are needed. However,
determining the intersection with the faces of the current cube becomes more
difficult.
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The main advantage of this approach is that the dimension of the meshed
space does not depend on the number of variables used to define S. Thus,
increasing the number of variables does not r:aise the complexity of the mesh.
Yet, by determining the (s,t) curves, each estimate (Sl,tl ) can be pulled back
into the n-space in which S is given.
We illustrate the method for linear approximants. Assume that we are at
a point p = ('ILl> 'lL2, ••• , 'lLn ) on S that projects to 1l"(p) in a cube, and we have




Then L intersects the faces of the cube containing 1l"(p), perhaps as shown in
Figure 1. Each face intersection is determined. If the face plane is :1:1 = a, then
the line in (s, t)-space corresponding to the intersection with L is simply
Intersections with the planes y = band z = c are analogous. So, the intersections
define a polygon in (s, t)-space that corresponds to the area of L contained in the
cube, as shown in Figure 2. Possibly with help of additional lines corresponding
to the intersection of L with the faces of adjacent cubes, we can now find good
estimates (S1' td for new points in neighboring cells, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Implementation shows that a variation of this algorithm is more convenient:
Determine the intersection of L with the edges of the cube in which L was
constructed. These intersections are then refined with Newton iteration, and
the deformed polygon so defined in each cube is triangulated, yielding a faceted
approximation that is continuous across the facet edges.
4 Summary
The main motivation of this work has been the experience that many geometric
operations are simple to express by formulating a system of nonlinear equations,
but that a subsequent elimination computation to derive an equivalent implicit
equation cannot be carried out in practice, in most cases. Advances in symbolic
computation will certainly shift the boundary of when the derivation of an
implicit form is practical, but these advances are not likely to displace our
approach to complex surface definition.
There is a practical advantage of the higher-dimensional formulation that




















Figure 3: Finding a Point (s}, td in Adjacent Cllbes
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geometric computations are more robust in the higher-dimensional form of a
surface than in the implicit form. Since the degree of the implicit form can be
extremely high even when all equations of th~ nonlinear system have degree no
higher than 2, this observation could be simply a consequence of working with
lower degree polynomials.
We may think of integers as representable by a number, or by a product.
Then composite integers can be represented in a number of ways, with the full
prime factorization at one end of the spectrum, and the number at the other end.
In analogy, we think of the implicit form as the number, and of the nonlinear
system as a factored form. Variable elimination is then analogous to multiplyjng
factors, but for factoring there seems to be no analogous systematic process. It
would be interesting to find such a process.
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